
chair

Width 96 x Depth 101 x Height 92cm

P2259 180126

park lane. .

snuggler

Width 130 x Depth 101 x Height 92cm Width 115 x Depth 54 x Height 35cm

large bench stool

Width 67 x Depth 54 x Height 35cm

small bench stool

Width 213 x Depth 101 x Height 92cm

large sofa

Width 163 x Depth 101 x Height 92cm

medium sofa

sofas as individual as you are...
Step 1 
Choose your shape and size...
Start creating your bespoke sofa by choosing the shape and size you want, whether you like 
sleek and modern or a timeless classic we have a style to suit you and your home.

Step 2 
Choose your fabric...
This collection has over 100 different fabrics to choose from. Why not come in store 
and one of our mysofa specialists will help you find your perfect combination.

Step 3 
Add the finishing touches...
It’s the small things that can make a big difference, so to add those all important 
final touches, select the feet finish you want and choose your scatter cushions 
to bring colour, texture and heaps of comfort to your room.

All measurements are approximate.  



P2259 190613

park lane. .

Unwind in this perfectly proportioned English classic, with elegant 
roll arms and contemporary styled with plush fabrics, 

the Park Lane will make a stylish addition to your home. 

Specification

Frame: A traditional hard wood construction pinned and glued.

Seat Cushions: Qualofil supreme fibre for superior comfort and support.

Back Cushions: High quality feather.

Feet: This model sits on solid wooden tapered feet in a choice of 5 coloured finishes. 
Plus option for brass or chrome castor on the front legs.

Scatters: x2 small feather scatter cushions included. (See A3 schematics for example*)

the details....

We know everyone’s idea of comfort is different, 
which is why we invest massive amounts of expertise, 

passion and attention to detail into every design.

Add to this the luxurious materials we use and we believe 
our sofas to be amongst the most comfortable.

specialists in comfort...

structural


